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Concept

For whom is a museum?

The museum should not be construed as a locked treasure chest, 
for which only a few have access (image 1). But rather it should 
be as an extension of the public space or as a public indoor space 
(image 2) to which everyone has access and ideally, can participate 
in the creative process of art.

In the first step of the design adds to the existing urban develop-
ment context. Not as a monolithic structure that presents himself 
to the fore, but more likely to be perceived as part of the commu-
nity.

The building is raised in the area of the ground floor and generate 
more passages and two patios to originate. These passages provi-
de a direct connection between the building and the surrounding 
area. This  will attempt to lift the clear distinction between the se-
cular area and the interior of the building. In addition, the uses such 
as the Museum Store and the multi-purpose room, a cafe, a bar 
and restaurant can thus be operated independently of the visiting 
hours of the museum.

The courtyards allow a vertical connection to public space. This 
could be also used to provide the exhibitions rooms natural light 
on demand. In addition, this creates a visual connection through 
almost the entire interior of the building. These courtyards surfaces 
are also created to invite visitors, residents and tourists to dwell on 
these spaces and could also be used as outdoor exhibition space.
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Facade:

The theme of the facade plays in the overall approach as well an 
important role.
The  clear boundary between the inner and public space caused by 
the outer shell is trying to reverse, so that the two fields merge with 
each other. For this reason anodized aluminum panels has been 
choosed for the facade. These reflect the surrounding diffuse, so 
that depending on the orientation of the facade and the year and 
day time a different atmosphere will appear.
The panels are by anodizing weather and scratch resistant. In this 
method no extra layer comes to the material, but the complete 
aluminum surface will converted, so that subsequently a 90% recy-
cling of the material can be possible.

Green and open space planning:

Through the long, cold winter months the public green areas are 
the main meeting place for the inhabitants of Helsinki especially by 
good weather. Thus, these areas are mainly in the summer months 
a center of pulic life space and therefore of great importance for 
the city and its residents.
In the open space design of the property is attempted to incorpo-
rate the green area and structure of the on the southwest  Tähtitor-
ninvuori Park and to grow and expand this over the whole plot. So 
that the green surface forms and the two courtyards build a unit 
together. A green oasis right on the harbor in which for the visitors, 
but also the locals and tourists will create the opportunity to relax 
in the open space and to take part in the public life.

Local Resources:

A measure of the energy concept provides to choose by the selec-
tion of materials as far as possible local and natural resources.
In this case the counter, the cashier and the furniture should  be 
made from Finnish wood especially in the indoor facilities, the 
floors in the exhibition areas, the doors and foyer in the museum 
shop and the restaurant. 
Thus it can bring the essence of Finnish design to light, 
namely its ability to take advantage of the natural envi-
ronment and seamlessly connect it with everyday life. 
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In this design, there are three different exhibition areas:
The courtyards as an exhibition space in outer space, the perma-
nent exhibition area and the exhibition area for temporary exhibi-
tions.

Their first and main task is to enable the art itself the curators and 
exhibition makers a maximum of flexibility.
To achieve this, the two indoor exhibition areas have a type of an 
open floor plan. Which are both initially created as a loop, in which 
only one  main direction is given and the visitors have the opportu-
nity to commit the spatial sequences differently below.

The interior spaces are designed so forth on the proportions and 
the exposure that so many variates have emerged as possible. The 
Porpotionen arise mostly by the golden section.
During exposure, there are areas that are exposed to part with ar-
tificial light and partly by sunlight and the rooms if required with 
artificial light, or if permitted by the conservation conditions, by 
the natural light comming sidely from north or may be exposed 
through modular skylight systems.

Through the open floor plan, the current typology can of course 
be adapted and redesigned by the curators at any time and at the 
exhibition concept when needed.
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GROUND FLOOR M 1:200
Entrance,Multifunction Hall,Book store,Café Bar and Restaurant
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1. FLOOR M 1:200
Exhibition permanent

Luftraum
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2. FLOOR M 1:200
Exhibition temporary

Luftraum
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3. FLOOR M 1:200
Offices,Management,Maintenance and Operations
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VIEW NORTH M 1:200



9. 2.2.
13.

1. Modular skylight system with controllable shading
2. Storage tank
3. floor heating
4. Supply air with controlled ventilation / dehumidification
5. Used air
6. Outside air
7. Exhaust air
8. Adiabatic cooling and humidification inthe Used air
9. Ventilation with heat recovery
10. District heating substation
11. Component activation, base and ceiling portions of the walls
12. District cooling
13. Water pump
14. Loam with high moisture absorption
15. Extensive Green Roof

Conservation room conditions

Comfortable room climate

Minimizing energy requirements

Optimization of energy supply
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16. Heating / cooling ceiling panels
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Energy concept


